ABOUT US

As you'll see in the following pages, I LOVE what I do for a living! With every wedding, my mission is to tell your wedding day story in a personal and unique way that shows all the emotion, nerves, laughter, tears and joy. And love, lots of love!

How do you imagine your story unfolding? I'd love to tell it for you!
Hello!

What I like best about the Arts Ballroom is that it maintains an intimate, personal feel even though it’s a large space. Whether it’s a ceremony, cocktail hour or reception with 100+ guests, it never feels too cramped or cavernous. As you’ll see in these pages, it’s a beautiful space for my team and I to shoot in!
Client Spotlight: Paula & Dave

Paula and Dave met at a place you wouldn't normally associate with the beginnings of a relationship that leads to marriage: "We met at a brunch party in Old City. We quickly realized that we knew a lot of the same people and instantly clicked"!

This is a couple that is blessed with amazing friends and family. Their reception was filled with beautiful words, hugs and laughs...it was truly a night spent celebrating two families coming together!
Center City - The Perfect Location!

If you're hosting a wedding in the city of Philadelphia, there's no better location than Center City, home of the Arts Ballroom! Just a few minutes walk is all it takes to be surrounded by some of the most historic, iconic and photogenic buildings the city has to offer. You're also just a short car ride from the charming cobblestone streets of Old City and the picturesque Philadelphia Museum of Art!
Even though they lived a block away from each other in Lafayette Hill, PA during the earliest years of their lives (and even went to the same pre-school), they didn’t meet until 2013. Thanks to the encouragement of their parents, they created profiles on Jdate.com so that they could meet a partner who shared the same Jewish values instilled in them growing up. As fate would have it, they connected online and their love story began.
After getting ready at a local Center City hotel, Mallory and Jeff had their first look at City Hall with their family and closest friends there to witness it. Once all of the pre-ceremony photos were complete, we arrived at the Arts Ballroom for their beautiful ceremony and reception!